‘I AM’ THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD

The month of March is a time of Completions and Beginnings. Right now, as we pass through the Zodiacaal sign of Pisces, we are completing our Cycle around the Sun, through the Constellations, that began some twelve months earlier and on the 20th of March we will be beginning a new orbital journey around the Sun at the time of the Spring Equinox.

So this month there are two charts, one for the New Moon on the 6th of March 2019 and one for the Spring Equinox.

At the time of this New Moon the Sun and Moon will be together at 15 Pisces 47.

Piscean energy links to the Water elemental and to the emotional astral realm that is being refined through this Zodiacaal resonance.

This, sphere of the Constellations, transmits the Light and Consciousness of the 2nd and 6th Rays of Love Wisdom and Devotion. At the personality level, Pisces is ruled by the planet Neptune, which is the higher vibration of Venus, holding the potential for embodying the qualities of Unconditional Love and Compassion.

Pisces is a Mutable Sign associated with the Twelfth House and as such it is a bridge between the Material and Spiritual realms allowing access into other dimensional fields of consciousness. The Zodiacaal image of Pisces depicts this ‘morphing’ between the Material and Spiritual realms, as two fish swimming in opposite directions, flowing within the field of the Group Consciousness – being constantly pulled between the personality and the Soul, until such time that this duality finds integration and the personality is brought under the magnetic control of the Soul and eventual Monadic synthesis.

As we have been passing through the Light and Rays of the Piscean Age over these last two thousand and one hundred and sixty years, we have been absorbing and experiencing this evolutionary potential which was embodied by the Avatar of the Age, Jesus, encouraging us all to move beyond subjective, personal, egoic desires and beliefs into Universal Consciousness.

From the Soul level, Pisces is ruled by Pluto. Pluto is the vehicle for the 1st Ray of Destruction, Transmutation and Rebirth – it represents the process which breaks down any sense of selfishness, isolation and separation held within the ego/personality so that the personal will eventually become the Will to Good of the realized Soul Self.

‘This is the Light revealing the Light of Life itself. It ends forever the darkness of Matter. This is the Grace of Love which shines forth for all’

Alan Oken
At the time of this new Moon there is a kite formation in the sky with the Sun Moon Neptune and Pallas Athena together on Gene Key 63 opposite to the Earth in Virgo on Gene Key 64 with Mars on Gene Key 2 and Saturn on Gene Key 54.

Gene Key 63 known as *Reaching the Source* asks that we move from *Doubt to Inquiry to Truth*. With the Sun Moon Neptune and Pallas Athena all on this same Gene Key there is a great emphasis at this time, to own our Truth, to move beyond any Doubt - for the subtlest of doubt lowers the vibration and Light that flows from Source.

In Truth, we are intimately interconnected to All That Is – it is only our Doubt that limits this quantum leap of awareness – if we pay attention to our inner state of Being we will find that

*‘There is one Golden Rule with the 63rd Gift of Inquiry – if you inquire deeply enough into anything you will arrive at the revelation that you, the observer, are intricately bound with that which you observe..... At higher levels of frequency, you begin to enter the holistic domain of synthesis in which all phenomena are increasingly seen to affect each other. This quantum world thus forces your Inquiry into a far more subjective territory – that of*
your Inner Self. When you begin earnestly and honestly to question your own nature and purpose – you begin refining your physical and spiritual Essence to such a height that you arrive at liberation or spiritual realisation.

Ultimately, we come to the realization that there is only Truth manifesting. ‘The Siddhi of Truth is everywhere - there is nothing that is not Truth. Whatever happens, however, delirious or disturbing, it is nothing but Truth. Truth is simply the Here and Now in every moment at every stage of your life - it is Consciousness expressing itself - it is eternal, undying, pure and incorruptible.

Truth really is the most precious and beautiful of the Siddhis in its human expression, because of its vast, vast relaxedness. Truth is your natural state - It is a drifting space, a total sinking into your Being and so beautifully simple - Truth is the Eternal Moment of the Universe.’

From the level of personality/Soul fusion, GK 63, is held within the 1st Ray transmitted through Pluto, which underscores the Truth that in order to manifest Divine Will and to eventually enter the Monadic Plane, there is no sense of force or determination required, which the personality tends to relate to will, but rather it is a manifestation of an inner deep stillness, peace and relaxed Beingness – for the 1st Ray is the Will and Power to Love, when Mind and Heart are aligned.

The Earth at this moment in time is held within the Aurora of Gene Key 64 moving from Confusion to Imagination to Illumination

‘The 64th Gene Key is intimately connected with the mystery of inner Light. When this Light is obscured then there is Confusion. It is as if the mind is opened to the primal chaos and pain – an over whelm of subtle feelings and thoughts that disorientate and disempower. The Light that flows through the 64th Gene Key wants more than anything to enthuse and fire your mind with Inspiration rather than Confusion. At every moment your thinking reflects the way in which the inner body is feeling.’

As your inner spirit decides to face who you really are – the mind’s long reign over you gradually begins to crumble. All natural energy, or Life force, has an inbuilt programme to grow and evolve. Imagination is the expression of unimpeded life force coursing through our genetics.....Imagination allows alchemy to occur inside your being and a truly creative individual is born. All the energy that was going into your previously held thought processes is liberated and in some rare cases this sudden release of energy manifests as instant enlightenment.

At its height this Gene Key holds the potential of Illumination.

‘Illumination is Imagination without the personal “I”. When Illumination floods your being, it also takes possession of your mind. In this sense to be Illuminated means to think God’s thoughts.

At this level the Mental Body gives way to the Causal Body. At the Divine level your Causal Body/Soul becomes your physical vehicle. Once the frequency of inner Light illuminates physical form, that form begins to ascend.

Only the higher codes of the Ring of Alchemy involve such rare occurrences. Physical ascension is directly dependent upon Divine Will....

This is the meaning of Transfiguration – when the Causal body draws the Physical body up into itself.... To be Illuminated by the 64th Siddhi is to remain empty, while being constantly flooded with the Light of the inner aurora – it is to be an easel for the imagination of the Universe itself.’
At the time of the New Moon, planet Mars is activating Gene Key 2 known as Returning to the One, which holds the potential to move through the Shadow of Dislocation to the Gift of Reorientation to the awakened state of Oneness.

‘The Gift of Orientation either comes as a shift in your awareness that affects your actions, or it comes as a shift in your actions which then catalyses a shift in your awareness. Whichever path is taken there is an increased realisation of synchronicity occurring in your life. The 2nd Gift has a special role within the DNA in that it creates an ‘attractor field’ around you. As the frequency through the 2nd Gift rises you live more harmoniously and the electromagnetic power of your aura increases.

The 2nd Siddhi describes the state of enlightenment or awakening. It is the cornerstone of all the Siddhic states, being as it is the essence of the Divine Feminine. As one of the primary pillars of our DNA the life of one who lives within this Siddhi is of great relevance to our evolutionary history.

These beings exert an enormous magnetic influence on our entire planet. To transcend into Oneness is not easy to explain. If you see Oneness as an experience to be attained or that may one day happen to you, then you are caught within that straight line between two points.

The Siddhi level of Oneness cannot be comprehended, only lived - it is the unification of all opposites, this cannot be described, only experienced. It is the original Nature of Consciousness itself. A highly beautiful plan unfolding in time and space, swept along by currents of evolution. This is our final destiny as a species - to realize our state of Oneness and unity with All that Is.’

Saturn right now is on Gene Key 54, which transiting Pluto has been activating over the last three years (from January 2016 to January 2019) encouraging us to move beyond Greed to Aspiration and ultimately to Ascension. Pluto brings about the rebirth of consciousness through the transmutation of the shadow and so now with Saturn passing through this same Gene Key we will witness how this manifests on the planet through humanity as a whole and through the individuated consciousness.

‘The group consciousness pressure to be materially successful is found in this 54th Shadow. It creates a greed mentality that is destructive to individuals, resources and the planet.

There is a fine line between greed and Aspiration the 54th Gift... When the Shadow transforms into the Gift then the individual aspires to something beyond the material realm. Aspiration contains the seed of all Higher Consciousness. At the Gift level Aspiration has to do with working with others for the benefit of others. The 54th Gift aspires to a higher vision of prosperity. Here we see ambition moving beyond the personal and into the communal. These Souls want their entire community to thrive in order that they can draw more and more people up the hierarchy away from the self-destructive patterns of the lower frequencies.

The 54th Siddhi concerns the notion of Ascension – the continual alchemical transformation of matter into Spiritual essence. Here the base energy of ambition is experienced at its highest frequency and becomes the continual pressure to keep ascending up the hierarchy. Not the social or material hierarchy, but the Spiritual evolutionary ladder which consciousness itself ascends on the return to its own Source.
On 20th March, at the time of the Spring Equinox (for the Northern Hemisphere ~ Autumn Equinox for the Southern) we have equal day and night across the Globe – the Sun is directly overhead the Earth’s Equator and for that moment in time we are in an equilibrium before starting our next 584,000,000 mile journey around our Life-Giving Star.

This marker of time, when the Sun is directly overhead the Equator, denotes 0° Aries 00’ a twelve month cycle within the greater Processional Cycle of 25,772 years.

At each Spring Equinox Gene Key 25 is activated and this year transiting Chiron is also on this Gene Key which gives additional Spiritual impulse. Chiron has just moved into Aries after being in Pisces for eight years and will be transiting through Aries until 2027.

Gene Key 25 known as the Myth of the Sacred Wound embodies the archetypal consciousness/energy of Chiron which is known as the Wounded Healer. How fitting that at this moment in time we should have such a Cosmic reminder and an opportunity to awaken to the continual recycling of the maya of our belief systems – for the only Wound that we truly carry is that we have forgotten who we are!

Gene Key 25 asks that we move from the Shadow of Constriction to the Gift of Acceptance to the Siddhi of Universal Love.
'If there is a single Gene Key among the 64 Gene Keys that captures the essence of the entire work, it is this 25th Gene Key. Within the 25th Gene Key lies the secret that men and women have always sought – the secret of Love. Here too lies the antithesis of love, the Shadow of Constriction.

Pure fear is simply a collective thought form that hangs like a fog across the world. It is even there at the point of conception, passed subtly from the sperm to the egg, containing the genetic fingerprints of the Constriction felt by our ancestors as they struggled from their births to their deaths - a Sacred Wound that is wound around the very helix of all human DNA. As we learn to face our wounds our journey becomes clearer and easier - we begin to walk the path from fear to love and through Acceptance the wound begins to unwind and another higher destiny opens before us.

For the 25th Siddhi is Love itself as the Source of All and in this sense it can be called Universal Love. The Sacred Wound that hides within each human being can be understood at three levels of consciousness – at the Shadow frequency the wound maintains human suffering, at the Gift frequency the wound provokes humanity to evolve and at the Siddhic frequency the wound reveals humanity’s true nature as an Expression of Universal Love...

Whether Buddha or the Christ – the aura of such a person shines like a Light down the centuries and is felt within the bloodlines of all future generations. Every time someone attains the 25th Siddhi a great genetic constriction is removed throughout Humanity. The bodies of these people have undergone a radical transformation in order to be the receiver or chalice for pure Consciousness.

Every year without fail the Consciousness held within the 25th Gene Key flows to all Life encouraging and supporting our continuing evolution and this year looking at the chart above you will see that there is an aspect between the North Node (Spiritual Purpose) at the top of the chart, Jupiter (Expansion of Consciousness) on the left-hand side and Venus on the right (Focus of Synthesis).

These planets are forming what is called a Yod, or a ‘Finger of God Formation’. A Yod has the quality of the 1st Ray as it is a focussed aspect and acts as a catalyst to break up old karmic patterns, in order to release new forms of expression to allow the Spiritual Purpose to unfold. In this chart Jupiter and Venus will be assisting in this restructuring to assist our Spiritual unfoldment.

Jupiter is on GK 11 known as the Light of Eden, moving from the Shadow of Obscurity to the Gift of Idealism to the Siddhi level of Light. The 11th Shadow places an interference frequency between Light and the way in which the brain processes, translates and communicates that Light. In other words, your whole experience of the world is pushed off kilter through the medium of the 11th Shadow.

‘For the being that attains the 11th Siddhi, Light is everything. If they become teachers, which is likely given their understanding of the mind, the continually reflect their own Light but at the same time guide others into their own darkness. The pure Light of the 11th Siddhi has nothing to do with good and evil. It represents the transcendence of duality. As long as we see things in terms of good and evil we have embraced the fall.

In the future the 11th Siddhi will crack open our perception of the world so that we may access the purified Light that is the Mind and Body of the Divine. The 11th Gene Key geometrically relates to the Galactic Centre. It is through this Gene Key that the Galactic Light emerges that will trigger our DNA to release its Inner Light and catalyse the Siddhic states in many people.’
Venus, which from a personality egoic level, is about how we relate and react to each other, coloured by our personal likes and dislikes, is activating Gene Key 49 which is all about *Changing the World from the Inside* moving from the *Shadow of Reaction to the Gift of Revolution* to the potential of *Rebirth*.

‘On an individual level, the current mutation passing through the 49th Shadow is changing the face of human relationships. As we begin to have a physical and emotional knowing that we are all interconnected through our auric field there will be no possibility of rejection or abandonment – our sensitivity will become incredibly refined – it will fundamentally change our relationship to each other.’

As the higher frequencies penetrate the 49th Shadow we will move through a time of unprecedented change. **There is a genetic Revolution underway right now** – everything that is rotten in the 49th Shadow will be brought up to the surface. The 49th Gift is a power that is already beginning to flood the awareness of many people across the globe. There is a difference between reactionaries and true revolutionaries. Reactionaries base their reforms on their anger and fear, whilst the agents of the 49th Gift are not victim to their old emotional prejudices.

They do not provoke further reaction, but seek to resolve conflicts and at the same time **implement radical changes and ideas based upon a grand vision for the future - a vision of deep goodwill towards all creatures.** The 49th Siddhi conceals an archetype that appears to be a part of all human evolution – that of *Rebirth*. There is a deep chemical connection between the 55th Siddhi and the 49th Siddhi, together they create the Rebirth of Freedom.

**Once in a while along the evolutionary chain a new species is born out of the old species – like the mythical phoenix – it has nothing in common with its parent. It rises up out of the genetic material of the old and takes a whole new direction. Every human being who has ever arrived at true enlightenment has experienced such a Rebirth. The Siddhic State requires both a mystical and genetic divorce from that which came before.’**

So as more Light is infused onto the Planet and is embodied, we will move away from ego based subjective personality relating, to a deeply aware knowing that we are each intimately interconnected with All That Is and then the most positive aspects of the North Nodal and South Nodal points, which fuse this Yod together, will begin to manifest and become operational within the consciousness of humanity.

The South Nodal point, relates to the collective karma, both positive and negative accrued from the past, which is seeking to be integrated at this present time. The South Node is on Gene Key 61, known as the *Holy of Holies* asking us to move out of the Shadow of Psychosis to Inspiration and ultimately to Sanctity.

As said earlier, the Truth is that humanity has forgotten who they are and as such the Shadow of Psychosis is prevalent.

‘A dictionary definition of the word Psychosis might read ‘any kind of mental defection or derangement’. **The loss of contact with reality is the background consciousness of almost all human beings.** Its key hallmark is that the individual so affected is usually unaware of the affliction.

The Gift of Inspiration comes when you place yourself directly in the firing line of the inner question that lies deep within each human being. **Who Am I?** At first you may seek answers outside yourself, but eventually you will have to turn deep inside to unfold the Hidden Truth that is awaiting your discovery. By its very nature the Gift of Inspiration is spiritual because it serves to loosen the hold of your mental
constructs, opening and expanding your capacity for Love. This Gene Key represents a mystery hiding inside every single unit of matter within the Universe. The mystery is the mystery of Christ Consciousness, that quintessence of inner Light that holds all things together.

As you enter the field of the 61st Siddhi a huge pregnant silence descends and all your mental activity abruptly ceases. Here inner Truth resides. The 61st Siddhi is neither a place nor a state - it is the inner experience of Sanctity – of being one with the Divine. A human being who is embodying the 61st Siddhi is nothing but a human vehicle manifesting pure Universal Consciousness. This state of Sanctity is the underlying nature of reality and until you come to rest within it you are asleep. In the future the 61st Siddhi will become far more common place, because humanity is in the process of making a quantum leap. The children who will begin to arrive on this planet will carry this Siddhi of Sanctity in their bones. They will be the living embodiment of life’s potential in form.

As more and more Souls step out of the amnesia and ignorance that has so clouded and limited the consciousness of humanity for so long, then the gifts latent within the North Nodal point will begin to materialize upon the Earth.

The North Nodal Point indicates the way forward for the integrated refined and synthesized karma from the past that fuels humanity’s evolution. The North Nodal point is on Gene Key 62, known as the Language of Light moving from Intellect to Perfection to Impeccability.

‘Intellect is a wonderful quality if it is used correctly in the service of innate intelligence. Your intelligence is stunning, vibrant and natural. Your natural intelligence is to be found in the way you move your limbs, in the brightness of your eyes and in the freedom of your self-expression. Intelligence is of the Heart, whereas intellect is of the mind.

The Gift of Precision happens when natural intelligence strikes a balance between the heart and the mind, but with one caveat, that the heart, the feminine principle, is given control over life. Intelligence recognises intelligence and with the mind out of the way the invisible essence that connects all Beings is once again felt. There is a deep magic woven into language – words become much more precise - as your language becomes purer you expose your heart to the world. Words spoken from Love are deeply healing.

The word impeccable is often misunderstood when used in reference to true Masters. The most common mistake we make is to believe that one who manifests the Siddhi state must now behave in some kind of holy way. However, Impeccability, simply means exempt from doing sin.... All ego has left the vehicle. At the Siddhic level words do not come via the mind any more – they are not thoughts that become words. They emerge directly from the void, naked and pure. There is a Cosmometry behind life that choreographs all actions. The closer you come to full awakening the more harmoniously your life flows within this Cosmometry. When you finally merge into the ocean of consciousness you achieve complete Oneness with the Divine.’

At the time of the Spring Equinox as we start this next cycle around the Sun, journeying through each of the Constellations and Rays of Light that are Synthesising our Evolution and Awakening, the archetypal gifts and principles held within Light ~ Sanctity ~ Rebirth ~ Impeccability will be seeding and underpinning this next twelve months so that we may become the expressions of Universal Love reunited once again in Oneness with the Divine.

Love and Blessings to All ~ SM

Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd